
Digital Marketing Trends 
to Watch in 2019



What Were the Trends to Watch in 2018?

• UX and accessibility
• Findability and SEO
• Health consumerism
• Branded conversations

2019 trends are variations on these themes



Changing Nature of 
Competition



Non-traditional Competition
• Are traditional players 

hurting themselves?







What if you 
could make appointments 
directly from Google?



Loyalty Challenges
• Even amongst your most loyal 

patients, 80% split services
– This group seeks an average of 30% of 

their inpatient care outside of their 
“home system” (Advisory Board)

• Growing use of Urgent Care and 
healthcare extenders not only 
minimizes the role of the doctor, 
but also eliminates, for many 
consumers, the single person with 
whom they have a relationship.



Healthcare Marketing’s Role Expands

Demand 
capture

Patient 
Nurturing

Demand 
Generation



More UX Evolution
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Major difficulty Couldn't complete task at all

Unified Digital Experience

• Consistent across channels
– Web

– Portal

– Apps

– Email

• 3rd party components 
present special challenges

Source: Klein & Partners 2018 National Omnibus Study
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Optimizing Experiences

1. Set up your analytics
2. Optimize experiences for all users (A/B testing)
3. Then look to personalization



Strongly disagree
24%

Somewhat disagree
12%

Somewhat agree
25%

Strongly agree
7%

Unsure
32%

Our organization can demonstrate that website personalization has 
improved the performance of our digital marketing.

Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree Somewhat agree Strongly agree Unsure

Source: Geonetric’s 2018 Healthcare Digital Marketing Trends Survey







Accessibility



Accessibility Woes



Manual Automated 

Build a Compliance Program



Consumerism 



Consumer choice has the potential to 
impact 61% of all healthcare spending.

Source: 2016 McKinsey Consumer Health Insights Survey



Note that 11 percent of 
US adults 

work in healthcare.

The Health Literacy of America’s Adults, U.S. Department of Education, 2006 http://goo.gl/bUufeA 
BLS Spotlight on Statistics: Health care 2009 https://www.bls.gov/spotlight/2009/health_care/   

“Only 12 percent of 
adults had proficient 

health literacy…”



How do millennials choose health coverage?

How do millennials choose doctors?

Source: A New Picture of Health, Barkley USA



Three Pillars of Transparency

Quality

ExperiencePricing



A pending crisis of 
confidence?

Sruthi asks a question “why does it seem like 
Amazon has suddenly gotten a lot sketchier?“

"Listen. I will give you half of your money back right away, and 
the other half after you take down your bad review.”



Pricing Transparency



New CMS Rules (for Jan 1, 2019) 

“…effective January 1, 2019, we are updating our guidelines 
to require hospitals to make available a list of their current 
standard charges via the internet in a machine readable 
format and to update this information at least annually, or 
more often as appropriate. This could be in the form of the 
chargemaster itself or another form of the hospital’s choice, 
as long as the information is in machine readable format.”



Consumers 
actually want to know 

their out of pocket costs.



Rethinking Findability/
Building Your Audience 



Facebook Organic Loss 



Drew Curtis (Fark) On growth: 
“…a lot of publishers have grown rapidly because they’ve 
gotten huge on Facebook. But Facebook hasn’t always been 
the best ally. 

I said the same thing about Google, which was more 
benevolent than Facebook. If you hand your engagement 
channel over to a third party, that's dangerous. Over 90 
percent of our traffic is organic, which means that no third-
party can come in and make a tweak and wipe out half our 
audience. Building an audience that way is a lot harder and a 
lot slower, it’s a lot safer. I’m thinking more long-term.”





Where are the 
organic results?



Organic No Clicks 
Desktop 2016 65.56% 34.44%
Desktop 2018 65.72% 34.28%

Mobile 2016 58.43% 41.57%
Mobile 2018 38.97% 61.03%

Feb 2018 vs. Feb 2016 • Percent of No Click 
searches on mobile up 
50%!!!

• On mobile, for every 2 
organic click searches, 
there are 3 no click 
searches

Source: Rand Fishkin https://youtu.be/fFFdMQq6TkI 

The Shift is On Mobile



***Projected search volumes





Is SEO Dead?

• No...not yet, anyway
• It’s still very important 
• But these changes mean that it’s time to reassess it’s role in our 

toolkit



Use the Full Range of Available Tools

Traffic

Borrowed

Earned

Owned

Paid



Are you optimizing 
to the right target?



Micro-Moments: Customer Journey Focus



Micro-Moments

• I want to know moments
– Content marketing hub

– Brand journalist

– Newsjacking



Micro-Moments

• I want to go moments
– Locations strategy

– Business listings management

– Wait times

– Geo-fenced ads on your campus 
(and competitors)



Micro-Moments

• I want to do moments
– Find a physician

– Make an appointment

– Get directions

– Pay my bill

– Wellness content

– Recipes

– Fitness tips



Micro-Moments

• I want to buy moments
– Create effective transaction 

streams online

– More opportunities to conduct 
business on their own terms –
online, by phone or in person.  
24x7x365.

– Appointment navigator



Patient Journey and Personalization Opportunity Map
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Post-PurchaseAwareness Information Inquiry Consideration Purchase

Concerned about ‘normal’ 
childhood development.  

Uncertain were to go for help. 
Discussing with other parents in 

online forums.

Others’ stories of childhood 
disease and news about autism 

(availability).
Fear what happens next if there is 

a problem (risk aversion).
Thoughts about family history 

(representativeness).

Set up an appointment with a 
pediatrician for tests and 

understand what to talk with the 
doctor about.

Get information about common 
childhood concerns, learn what to 
ask your doctor, find your doctor 
and schedule an appointment.

Would it be too creepy to send an 
email saying your child is due for a 
20 month checkup, and these are 

the things we check for?

Find Micro-Moments Through Journey Mapping



Play the Google Game 

• Google has a bias for it’s own 
services – use them
– Directory management

– Local search optimization

– Schema

– Manage Google Site Links

– YouTube

– Google Maps



Thank you!
hello@geonetric.com
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